Pelvic Kidney Mimicking Skeletal Metastasis on Bone Scan- Interesting Image
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ABSTRACT

A 57-year-old female patient underwent left breast-conserving surgery with sentinel lymph node biopsy for left breast carcinoma (stage II A). The patient had hypertension and diabetes mellitus. Other findings include multiple hepatic cyst, bilateral renal cysts and uterine myoma. She had no significant renal symptoms and her liver & renal function test were normal. She was sent for Technetium-99m-methylene diphosphonate (99mTc-MDP) bone scan. There was a large area of intense tracer concentration in the region of right sacro-iliac (SI) joint which appeared like an osteoblastic metastasis at first glance. However, absence of uptake in the right renal fossa with the left kidney being normal in position contemplated the probability of right-sided pelvis kidney which was confirmed later by a contrast enhanced computerized tomography (CT) scan of abdomen that showed a pelvic right kidney overlying the sacrum.
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INTRODUCTION

Image interpretation:

There is a large area of intense tracer uptake in the region of right sacro-iliac (SI) joint (black arrow) with tracer concentration in rest of the skeletal system being symmetrical and within normal limits. However, the right renal fossa was empty with the left kidney being in normal position.

Contrast-enhanced CT abdomen (E, F) demonstrated the right kidney to be mal-rotated, anterior to sacrum near the right SI joint area (yellow arrow) and an empty right renal fossa. The right renal artery was a posterior branch of aorta adjacent to aortic bifurcation while the right renal vein drained near the bifurcation of common iliac vein.

DISCUSSION

The incidence of the pelvic kidney is reported as 1:2100-1:3000 in autopsy series (1) although the exact incidence may be difficult to determine because of the clinically silent nature in many cases. The position may be anywhere from the pelvis to the thorax, with varying axis and placement. The anomaly occurs more commonly in males (2:1), and 3 times more common in the left side (2). Pelvic kidney results from complete failure of ascension during development (3). Half of the patients develop hydronephrosis due to mal-rotation of the kidney and anteriorly placed renal pelvis leading to impaired urinary drainage (4). Reportedly, there are a number of variability in the vasculature of pelvic kidney which are crucial for surgical planning (5,6). Ectopic kidney is usually of no other clinical significance (1) although renal cell cancer in ectopic kidney has been reported (7).

The ectopic position of the kidneys, especially within the bony pelvis, complicates the interpretation of imaging modalities like computed tomography (CT), ultrasound, and conventional radiography (8). Bone scintigraphy using 99mTc MDP is widely used to detect abnormal osteoblastic activity in various diseases especially to detect bony metastases. This radiopharmaceutical is excreted through the kidney so that it is possible to comment on the location of the kidneys (9). SPECT/CT can be useful instead of planar scan for differentiation of metastases in bony pelvis or sacroilitis in a patient with ectopic pelvic kidney.
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